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13.4.3    Reflections

Sections  13.4.1 and  13.4.2 illustrate that signal strength and reflections are
the two big limiting factors in determining DTV coverage. Tap energy and S/N
are  parameters  measured  mostly  as  an  indication  of 8-VSB  health.  With
NTSC,  reflections  simply  degrade  the  picture.  The  more  reflections,  the
greater the  degradation. With NTSC, reception reflections  delayed by more
than 0.25 pus could be perceived by most viewers as "ghosts." A reflection level
of 3 percent could be seen by critical NTSC viewers.

Receiver tap energy represents the coefficients needed in the DSP circuitry
to eliminate multipath. It has been found that the signal can be recovered even
if the coefficients representing reflections total one-half the main signal level.
However, the DSP wizardry comes at a price, known as white noise enhance-
ment. Besides amplifying the time-domain components in such a way to elim-
inate the ghosting, random white noise become amplified as well. So when lots
of tap energy is present, more noise is present. If significant ghosting exists,
for example 50 percent, the signal-to-noise ratio required to recover the DTV

/  signal is increased from approximately 15 to 16 dB due to the noise added by
the ghost cancellation circuitry.

13.4.4    NTSc versus DTV coverage

Many have openly expressed concern about how DTV coverage will compare
with current NTSC coverage. Additionally, because of the noiselike nature of
the ATSC channel, NTSC channels will be protected from DTV interference
while DTV channels will receive no protection from NTSC interference. While
noise levels will slowly rise as NTSC signal strength drops, DTV reception will
work right up until the carrier-to-noise (C/N) reaches the critical level. As is
widely known, the signal is recoverable until the C/N has dropped to a mere
15 dB. The cliff is steep as signal recovery goes from no errors to unrecover-
able in just 0.6 dB. For a UHF field strength of about 43.5 dBu,V/in has been
determined by the ACATS to be the noise limiting value for DTV reception.

dBLLV/in

Band                 City            Grade A            Grade B            DTV

Low VHF                74                    68                        47                    28

High VHF              77                     71                        56                     36

UHF                        80                    74                       64                    43

As you can see, lower signal strengths have been mandated for DTV.

13.4.4.10verlaying DTV stations.    For DTv the FCC used essentially the same
height above average terrain (HAAT) antenna pattern as for existing NTSC.
The FCC used a coverage algorithm known as Longley-Rice (L-R) to allow D'IV
signals into areas not actually covered by NTSC so that DTV stations could be
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located closer.  In some instances L-R predicts coverage into the same areas,
whichresultsininterference.Interferenceislimitedto10percentoftheactual
NTSC service area.

TheL-Rinputincludesfrequency,HorVpol,HAAT,transmitpower,transmit
antenna  pattern  and  gain,  receive  antenna  height  [-30  ft  (9.1  in)],  receive
antenna  pattern,  and  gain.  L-R  calculates  propagation  input  parameters
(ground conductivity, atmospheric refractivity, and climate descriptor code) and
propagation loss  variability factors  (long-term  time  variability,  location vari-
ability,  and  confidence,  which  accounts  for  other  effects).  L-R  gets  terrain
betweenTXandRXandprocessesterraintoeachRXsiteusingthepropagation
model. This process is repeated for 500,000 to 3 million locations for each station.

13.4.4.2    Determining DTV coverage.    Coverage is based on a function oflocation
(I,) minus the percentage of the location's receiving this signal and time (I)
minus the percentage of time received.  From this, a set of curves is plotted,
using various times. The curves are a function of location and time and are,
thus,  known  as f(I,,I)  curves.  These  curves  have  caused  a  fair  amount  of
cpnfusion  and  consternation.  The  curves  are based  on  signal  strength  at a
particular location over the prescribed time. As an example, common sets of
curves are f(50,50) and f(50,90). The f(50,50) curves mean that, at a particular
distance from the transmitter, 50 percent of the locations tested received the
average signal strength for that distance 50 percent of the time. The f(50,90)
curves are the same, except that the locations must receive the average signal
90 percent of the time. Thus, /(50,90) is a more stringent test than f(50,50).

Heighthasalwaysbeenimportantforprovidinggoodcoverage,andthatdef-
initely doesn't change with DTV. The higher the antenna, the better. A stan-
dardmeasureofantennaheightisknownastheheightaboveaverageterrain.
The HAAT elevation is determined using terrain between 2 and 10 mi of the
transmit site and measuring elevations at 1-mi intervals (nine measurements
per radial).  Eight radials are used.  The elevation at the actual tower site is
used as well. The result is HAAT. HAAT affects the location where the radio
horizon is met. Thus

Optical horizon =  1.22 X square root of height

Radio horizon =  1.44 X  square root of height

A simple way to show this is with two circles tangent to each other at their
tops. The inside one is equal to the earth's diameter, while the outside one is
equal to one and one-third times the earth's diameter.

A HAAT of only 300 ft and an ERP of 316 kw (25 dBk) for UHF will cause
the radio horizon to be hit before the signal has dropped in field strength to
a grade 8 signal (64 dBii,). A IIAAT of 300 ft has a horizon about 25 mi out, a
600-ft HAAT has a horizon about 35 mi out, a 900-ft HAAT has a horizon about
43 mi out, a 1200-ft HAAT has a horizon about 49 mi out, a 1500-ft HAAT has
ahorizonabout55miout,a2000-ftHAAThasahorizonabout63nriout,a5000-ft
HAAT  has  a  horizon  about  77  mi  out,  and  a  6000-ft  IIAAT  has  a  horizon
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about 89 mi out. Thus, a 600-ft HAAT gets about 4 mi into grade 8, while a
2000-ft HAAT gets  16 mi into grade 8,  and a 4000-ft HAAT gets 30 mi into
grade 8.  Field strength at any given distance is higher with greater HAAT.
Thus, for a given frequency and ERP, you will have a family of #50,50) curves
(field strength versus distance) for various HAATs. A low VHF with an ERP of
100 kw (20 dBk) will hit the radio horizons at the same point as the 316-kw
UHF, but the grade 8 contours are at 47 dBH versus 64 dBpr. Thus, VHF sta-
tions tend to have much larger grade A coverage and often very little grade 8
coverage. Only a HAAT of 4000 ft will come close to hitting the grade 8 field
(about 4 mi short). A high VHF whose grade 8 point is at 56 dBH will make it
about 4 mi into the 8 zone with the same HAAT.

The FCC  used the  existing NTSC  facility database to determine existing
coverage (current NTSC power, current antenna pattern, and current HAAT
for eight radials). It applied those parameters to the new DTV (FCC used 360
radials interpolated from the original eight), determined power at ^50,90) to
replicateNTSCgrade8,andadjustedantennapatterntoproducespecificout-
put to more closely duplicate coverage, based on HAAT and #50,90). An exist-
ing  directional  pattern  is  exaggerated  by  the  technique.  FCC  then  used
Longley-Rice to find interference conditions.

Due to the cliff-edge effect of DTV, a given signal level is needed for a higher
percentage of the time. The #50,90) curve provides higher availability of the
signal.Thesamedifferencefor#50,50)and#50,10)isusedforinterferencepre-
dictions.  The difference is roughly 6  dB. While #50,50) produces curves that
extend farther out in distance, ^50,90) produces curves that fall much more
quickly with distance.

13.4.5    Fleceive antennas

The FCC relies on receive antenna gain to provide gain to the desired station
andrejectiontotheundesiredstationsoutsideoftheprotectedgrade8contours.
As a result, antenna selection by you and your viewers is important.

13.4.5.1    Dipoles.    The dipole is the basic antenna. Due to capacitive fringivg,
a one-half-wavelength dipole is usually only (0.95) one-half wavelength long.
The beam width  (3-dB  rolloff points) for  a  dipole is  780. As  such,  the basic
dipole doesn't have much directivity.

Afoldeddipole'sinputJwillbeone-halfthatoftheone-half-wavedipolewith
the same E (voltage). Therefore, input Z is 4 times that of the regular dipole
(4  X  75  -  300).

The dipole bandwidth is approximately 8 to  16 percent of its resonant fre-
quency. The bandwidth of a folded dipole is typically 10 percent greater than
that of the equivalent dipole and it exhibits two peaks, much like a double-
tuned circuit. The bandwidths of resonant antennas, like dipoles, depend pri-
marily on the wire or tube diameter. The larger the diameter, the lower the
reactance,andthereforethelowertheQ.LowerQsmeanwiderbandwidthbut
with less gain.
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13.4.5.2    Yagis.    The basic yagi consists of a folded dipole at its core, and this
folded dipole is the active element. "Directors" are located in front of the active
element and "reflectors" are located behind the folded dipole. This arrangement
is known as a Zjneor c!rray. The directors and reflectors are known as poros®.£z.c
eJeme7}£s. The reflector is an aluminum rod cut approximately 5 percent larger
than the dipole, and the director is 5 percent shorter than the dipole. Spacing
between  the  dipole  and  other  elements  is  0.15  to  0.25  wavelength,  and  is
determined for maximum directivity. For the yagi this is usually about 9 dB.

Signal energy coming from the director strikes all three conductive elements
and excites them into resonance. Reradiation of the energy from the parasitic
elements   adds   constructively   at  the   dipole   for  an   overall   power  gain.
Additional reflectors add little gain, but two additional directors add +2.5 dB.
An additional  six directors  (for a total of eight) add only  1.5  dB  more  gain.
Front-to-back ratios for a yagi can be as high as 30 dB. Yagis can be stacked
vertically one wavelength apart to increase gain and directivity.

Some popular yagis have multiple 60°  swept angle dipoles for VHF and an
eight-dipole yagi with a corner reflector (>) for UHF. The parasitic elements
of a corner reflector structure perform the same functions as the reflector ele-
ments in a linear yagi.

13.4.5.3    Log periodic.    The log periodic dipole array has moderate gain, and is
a highly directional broadband antenna. It consists of a horizontal array of one-
half a dipole.  Each dipole is  cross-wired to the ones next to it.  They become
successively shorter from the back element to the front, along with successively
shorter spacing between elements. The downlead is connected to the front, and
smallest,  dipole.  Broad  bandwidth  is  obtained  with  log  antennas  because
multiple  dipoles  are  resonating  at  various  frequencies.  When  a  particular
dipole is resonant, the ones in front of it act as directors and the ones behind it
act as reflectors.

13.4.5.4    Loop  antennas.    Loop  antennas  have  wide  bandwidths.   The  loop
diameter  should be  less  than wavelength/16.  The  shape  of the  loop  doesn't
matter. It can be circular or square shaped. It can even be coiled multiple times
around a ferrite core.  The loop antenna has a toroidial or doughnut-shaped
pattern.  The  doughnut-shaped  pattern  envelopes  the  coil,  with  a  null  in
sensitivity as you face either side of the loop.

13.4.6    DTv decoders

Most early DTV receivers will actually consist of separate demodulator/decoder
boxes, or set-top boxes, feeding separate displays. Most chip sets that perform
these functions will come from only a half dozen manufacturers to start.

DTV decoder chip sets generally consist of ATV demod/FEC, MPEG-2  sys-
tern layer demux, ATV video decoder, Dolby AC-3 decoder, ATV display proces-
sor, and a line doubler/tripler for HD monitor (Figs.  13.36 to 13.39). Features
include  demodulation  8-VSB  terrestrial  10-bit  sampled  signal  input  to  the
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Figure 13.36    Channel equalizer IC for DTV chip set.

demod and PCR recovery and decoder timing for A/V synchronization. It con-
verts all formats to either 1280  X  720p or 1920  X  1080i, and receives VSB
or  QAM  terrestrial  and cable broadcasting.  It  should be  capable  of decod-
ing video  in  MP@HL  of ISO/IEC  13818-2  MPEG-2,  and  is  compliant with
13818-1.

Most receivers will decode all 18 ATSC formats for display, and will decode
5.1 sound. AIl are 16:9 (Figs.13.40 and 13.41). At the receive end inside a DTV
receiver,  or  a  set-top  box,  the VSB  is  demodulated  and  fed  to  a  transport
demultiplex. The DTV receiver uses the low-power pilot to frequency-lock to
the  signal.  The video  and  audio  channels  are  decoded  and fed to  a  display.
Data will eventually be available out of most STBs.

13.4.7    DTv displays

Many will view their first DTV on computer-type VGA monitors, which are all
component video (RGB) and progressively scanned (Fig. 13.42). These displays
can either be actual computer monitors or displays that might look like a con-
ventional consumer television but which, internally, are more like a computer
than an NTSC device. Almost all DTV displays will have a native scan format.
Regardless of the format they receive, it will be converted to a format that the
display uses. Displays will use a single-presentation or native format to simplify
deflection circultry. Many will upconvelt SD since 720p and 1080i native displays
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Figure 13.37    Channel decoder IC for DTV chip set.

Figure 13.38   MPEG transport stream demux IC for D'I'V chip set.
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Figure 13.39    IC that decodes MPEG back to baseband video.

Figure 13.40    Setup display on a set-top box.
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Figure 13.41    Display that helps user aim antenna for. maximum received signal strength.

appear to be becoming prevalent. Sony uses a special circuitry to upconvert all
DTV to 1080i using something called "digital reality creation." They claim to dou-
ble SD H and V resolution. Common V scan rates are 60 and 72.

Common display attributes are as follows:

61-in diagonal projection display, 480p native scan.

55-in rear screen, 800 horizontal lines native scan.
34-in flat CRT, 1080i native scan.

55-in rear projection  screen,  native  800  X  600 pixels,  uses a  set of Texas
Instruments digital micromirror devices (DMDs)-one is for green and the
other is for red/blue by using a color wheel.
65-in 1080i display.

73-in  1080i display projector,  1280  X  720 native display, full  1920  X  1080i
display.

DMD technology is almost 20 years old, and DMDs have been demonstrated
using 5000-W xenon bulbs with a light output of 10,000 lm onto a 47-ft screen.
The DMDs now available have 600  X  800, 1024 X  750, and 1280 X  1024 reso-
lutions. Each DMD cell controls light output by how long it is open. To display
extremely low light levels, it must be able to operate at extremely high light
levels.
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Figure 13.42   VGA monitor displaying video for a DTV set-top box.

Inputs  available  on various  receivers  are VGA,  smart-card  slot  that will
take DirecTV card, S-video, SXGA (1280  X  1024), and firewire.

At this time, plasma displays don't have the resolution to be used to dis-
play HD. Their resolution tops out at 800  X  450.

13.5    Digital satellite Transmission
'two additional areas important to broadcast facilities will be reviewed before

concluding this chapter on rf. The first is digital satellite transmission. The
satellite transmission will prevent the signals received from degrading as they
cascade  through  various  equipment  encountered  along the  path  traversed.
Since  news  departments have been early adopters  of digital  satellite trams-
mission, we will focus on that application. However, can digital satellite news
gathering (DSNG) beat analog SNG in solving the obstacles encountered? It
can, and in this section we will discuss why and how that is so.

A new mindset is required to understand what is happening in the dirital
satellite  transmission  process  to  move  to  this  new  technology. As  has  been
often mentioned before, it is helpful to think of a digital video stream as data.
In a transmission path this type of thinking becomes imperative. A digital sig-
nal's baseband path is no where near as strenuous as its trek through an rf
satellite path.
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Satellite   transmission   can   often  be   compared  to   telephone   modems.
Modems come with a slew of standards, with labels such as v.27, v.29, v.32,
v.33, etc. These labels specify quadrature phase-shift keying, or quadrature
amplitude modulation, and baud rates, among other things. Baud rate is also
referred  to  as  the  symbol  rate. A common  misunderstanding is  that  baud
rates and bits per second are synonymous. The baud rate must be less than the
channel  bandwidth.  Telephone  modems  can't have baud rates  higher than
approximately 3300, as that is the bandwidth of the average telephone line.
Modulation techniques allow the bits per second rate to be higher than that.
The  same  is  true  in  a  satellite  channel.  We  will  review  these  modulation
methods shortly.

13.5.1     Linkbudgets

Many more things can ruin a satellite transmission than a telephone trams-
mission (Fig.  13.43). A measure of the health of a satellite link is the parame-
ter  called recezLJed car7.jer-£o-7iojse  (CAN)  ratio.  In  the  case  of digital  satellite
transmission another specification is often stated, energy per bit versus noise
(Eb/N).   These  two  ratios  have   a  one-to-one  relationship.   The   difference
between the transmitted EbIN  and the received  EbIN is  known  as  the Zj7z,fa
margj7i.  Satellite  transmission  paths  commonly  have  losses  in  the  200-dB
range. With uplink and satellite amps having gains in the range of 50 to 70
dB, and send and receive dishes having gains of 40 to 50 dB, not much room
is available for unplanned degradation. Ku-band rain fades alone can subtract
an additional 10 dB on the uplink or downlink side. Obviously, this means that
you need to start with as high a transmission effective isotropic I.adiated power
(EIRP) as possible and as high a receive signal and as low noise power as pos-
sible. Working in conjunction with the received signal and noise is a parame-
ter called antenna gain-to-system noise temperature ratio. A common value
for this is >30 dB/K. Noise will increase in northern latitudes as the dish must
be pointed closer to the horizon, which means increased atmospheric absorp-
tion   and  increased   noise   radiated  from   the   earth.   The   second  reason
Cassagrain feed systems in dishes are used is so that the feed horn points at
the sky, not at the earth.  Lower link margins can occur at the edges of the
country as satellite transmit/receive antennas commonly have more gain at
the center of the mainland than near its borders or coasts-as much as a 6-to
8-dB difference.

Let's  state  some  obvious  facts.  The  creation  of  a  component  digital  bit
stream from an analog one means that what previously fit in a 6-MHz terres-
trial AM channel or an  18-MHz FM half-satellite transponder channel now
occupies many hundreds of megahertz of baseband bandwidth-at least 540
MHz. What's even worse is that the introduction of HD in the form of SMPTE
292M will result in bandwidths of at least 3 GHz as it has a 1.5-Gbit/s clock
rate. Sounds like the term "dc to light" had HD in mind. As we know, MPEG
was conceived to solve this problem.
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Figure 13.43    Small satellite "farm."

Various MPEG-II profiles and levels have been derived to allow video, audio,
and other data into the available bandwidth. The level aspect of MPEG-II spec-
ifies the horizontal, vertical, and temporal resolution, along with the resulting
bit rate of the data stream.  The profile aspect of MPEG-II describes the fea-
tures available to keep the data rate correct. Profiles allow for the decoding of
I  (interframe),  P  (predictive),  or  8  (bidirectional  predictive)  frames  and  the
luminance-to-chrominance ratio (4:2:2, 4:2:0, etc.).  Some of the most common
profiles and levels of the MPEG-II compression algorithm are contribution quality
4:2:2 profile @ main level (4:2:2 sampling with data rates that can be varied from
1.5 to 50 Mbits/s, with  18 Mbits/s commonly used) and main level and profile
(4:2:0 sampling with MPEG data rates of 1.5 to 15 Mbits/s).

13.5.2    Transponder use

The previous bit rates mean that "digital" signals can be made to fit within
today's satellite transponder widths. Common transponder widths tend to vary
from 24 to 110 MHz wide. 'mansponders of 110 MHz are really two transpon-
ders  with  contiguous  feeder  link  frequencies  feeding  a  similar  or  the  same
antenna. Common transponder bandwidths are 24, 36, and 54 MHz. However,
as any SNG engineer knows, using a whole transponder is considered wasteful
for  almost  all  news  operations.  There just  wouldn't  be  enough  transponder
space to go around if everyone did that. Therefore, half-transponder usage is
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the norm. Analog video is frequency modulated for its trip through the satel-
lite path. Universal deviation rules never really evolved for bandwidth use of
those half transponders. It depended on the individual satellite operator. Some
tended to spec both normal and peak deviation rates, while others only speci-
fled peak deviation. Peak deviation of ±7.50 MHz seems to be common, with
normal white levels around ±6.85.

Some satellite operators will now let you buy slices of a transponder even
smaller than one-half. "Spectral occupancy" can be based on where the skirts
at the edges of a signal fall. One satellite operator considers occupancy to exist
between the  -26-dBc falloff points. Satellites are a precious commodity. The
cost of launching a satellite is in the  $50 to $100 million range.  The cost of
the  satellite  itself can rival  the  cost  of its  ride  into  space.  They  are  fragile
devices that consume approximately 1.2 to 5 kw of total power, including all
receivers and transmitters and the control systems. The source of this power is
generally solar. Efficient use of these resources has been, and will continue to
be,  required by the  marketplace.  MPEG compression  does  not have to  stop
once the elementary stream (video and audio data) fits into the desired band-
width. We can continue to compress it even further. We can ``shrink" the data
rate until many programs can be frequency multiplexed into a single trans-
ponder. Or we can take the time multiplex approach and allow a single MPEG
data stream that occupies an entire half transponder and combine multiple
elementary streams into one program stream. For a two-camera newscast, you
could send the video from both cameras back to the station and have it treated
as  two  separate  sources  instead  of trying to  preswitch  it in the  truck.  Or,
instead, don't send two different sources; send a single source at faster than
real  time.  This  would  solve  a  10  min  of raw  tape,  5-min  satellite  window
dilemma. Finally, you could be a glutton and use the entire bandwidth to send
studio-quality digital video.

13.5.3    Modulation techniques

Digital SNG does not use frequency modulation but quadrature phase-shift key-
ing or the newer 8PSK eight-quadrant phase-shift keying modulation such as
BPSK, QPSK, or 8PSK. Each cycle of these modulation types would be consid-
ered one symbol. BPSK signifies a high or low bit by 180° phase shift from one
symbol to the next. Therefore, it is able to send one bit per symbol. QPSK has
four different phase states, that is, each symbol, or cycle, can convey one of four
states. In a binary system four states would indicate 2 bits in use. That means
QPSK can transmit 2 bits/symbol and 8PSK 3 bits/symbol. QPSK is twice as effi-
cient as BPSK. But what's the catch you ask. Very little between BPSK and
QPSK. That's why QPSK is often used and BPSK is not. The two types have the
same power efficiency but QPSK has better bandwidth efficiency.  Power effi-
ciency is the bit error rate that occurs with a given EbIN. Both of these signals
have no carrier component in the spectrum; therefore, local carriers must be
derived at the receiver to recover the information. This last fact usually means

___._-
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that most Ku DSNG systems must use digital LNBs at the receive end. What's
a digital LNB? Analog LNBs can have local oscillators that drift as much as 2 to
3 MHz. Some digital decoders need 70 MHz if or, in some cases, L band outputs
that drift no more than 100 kHz, although some newer ones can tolerate drifts
of hundreds of megahertz. Good LNBs will use temperature-compensated crys-
tal oscillators in their PLL circuits. LNB LO's stability is measured with a para-
meter known as phase noise, a measurement to determine how much energy is
found at various frequencies away from the desired LO frequency. An example
of a good phase noise measurement would be -65 dB @ 1K.

Another consideration in the digital realm is spectrum inversion. The signal,
just like analog signals, is upconverted at least once on the uplink side, down-
converted in the satellite, and downconverted at least once on the receive side.
These conversions are usually accomplished through heterodyning. Basic com-
munications theory tells us that the product of this process is the original sig-
nal, the local oscillator sine wave, and the sum and differences of the first two.
The  sum product is  a replica of the oririnal signal but at a new frequency.
However, the difference signal has a spectrum at its new frequency that is a
mirror image of the original. Some frequency converters use the sum product
(filtering out all the other products), while others use the difference product. If
an even number of these difference products is used in the path, there is no
problem, since the double inversion cancels out. If an odd number is encoun-
tered, it can cause problems. Digital receivers must be able to cope with this sit-
uation. Analog FM satellite signals do not seem to be affected by this because
once the signal is discriminated, a simple inversion of the baseband signal is all
that is needed. Most newer receivers sense the inversion and correct for it auto-
matically.  Older  ones  had  switches  to  performi  this  manually.  When  QPSK
receivers are used for digital signals, the J and Q signals must be able to be
inverted to solve this problem.

Another modulation method is  quadrature amplitude modulation.  In the
United States, QAM is generally used in terrestrial microwave links and not
in domestic satellites. The satellite transponders that are generally available
for  demand  usage  have  traveling  wave  tube  (TWT)-type  power  output
transponders that are inherently nonlinear in amplitude transfer character-
istics. Amplitude modulation predistortion has been tried but not successfully,
so  QAM has been left to the  Canadians.  Most Canadian transponders  are
FET solid-state power output type and amplitude linear. The phase pattern
that QAM generates is referred to as a co72sfezzafjo7®. You can think of the dots
on a vectorscope due to color bars as a constellation. Just as NTScffAL color
modulation uses phase and amplitude, so does QAM. The number of points in
the constellation, such as 16, determines the QAM type. Sixteen points would
indicate  a  16-QAM  signal.  Each  point in  the  constellation would  signify  a
state.  16-QAM has 16 states. It would take 4 bits to specify one of 16 states.
Therefore, every symbol, or cycle, of 16-QAM would each convey 4 bits. This
means that 16-QAM has 2 times the spectral efficiency of QPSK. For 16-QAM
to  maintain  the  same  average  transmit power  as  QPSK,  the  constellation
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would have  to  be  packed  more  tightly.  However,  as  the  space  between  the
points in the constellation diminishes, the error probability goes up. 16-QAM
needs a higher S/N ratio for the same error performance as QPSK. One trick
used to minimize errors in QAM is to use ``gray" coding for mapping points in
the constellation. This means that the value of any point in the constellation
is only 1 bit different from any adjacent point. As we will see shortly, when we
look  at  link  budgets  and  error  detection  and  correction,  generally,  error
immunity decreases as data payloads increase. More spectrum-efficient mod-
ulation schemes require higher S/N ratios, which means increased satellite
link budgets.

The same bandwidth demons that haunt digital pipes haunt the path between
the studio and the transmitter. Most facilities encode and create their ATSC
transport stream at the studio and ship it to the transmit site for 8-VSB mod-
ulation and transmission. Adding more microwave hops in congested areas is
becoming very problematic. Thus, there is much incentive to share the exist-
ing paths with the additional DTV paths that are needed.

Most microwave hops are 25 MHz wide. With current analog transceivers,
the modulation method is FM. The wider the channel, the higher the index of
modulation,  which equates to  a high  S/N ratio.  So although narrowing the
channel for the NTSC signal is an option, video quality will suffer. A 25-MHz-
wide channel can handle approximately 22 Mbaud of phase-modulated traffic.
If QPSK is used, that is 2 bitsfoaud for 44 Mbits/s of traffic, which is essen-
tially a DS-3 path. Depending on the ECC inner code (A) ratio, the following
net traffic could be sustained:

R  =  1/220.3Mbits/s        R  = 2/327.OMbits/s        R  = 3/430.4Mbits/s

R  =  5/633.8Mbits/s        R  =  7/835.5Mbits/s

This means that a 19.392658-Mbit/s ATSC signal would still leave upwards of
16 Mbits/s to carry the existing NTSC signal in the DS-3 path. Hence, MPEG
compression would also be performed on the NTSC signal. Both the ATSC and
the NTSC data streams would be sent to the transmitter over the same DS-3
microwave path. At the transmitter, the NTSC bit stream would be converted
back to NTSC via an STB. A drawback to this approach is the latency of the
MPEG encoding/decoding of the  NTSC  signal.  If the  on-air NTSC  signal is
used for interruptible feedback (IFB) in ENG operations, the delay to the tal-
ent will seem even worse than most satellite hops.

Another approach `is to combine the analog NTSC with the digital ATSC
bit  stream  and  transmit  them  on  two  separate  rf  carriers  within  the
microwave  channel.  The  NTSC  video  and  audio  are  FM  modulated  and
the ATSC signal is digitally modulated using 16-QAM or 8-VSB modulation
schemes.  The  ATSC  would  occupy  approximately  6  MHz  of the  channel,
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while the NTSC would occupy the rest. This narrowing of available bandwidth
for the NTSC would slightly lower the modulation index, slightly increasing
the SIN ratio.
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